Why join band or orchestra?

How instrumental music benefits our children
Success in Life

• develop self-discipline and diligence
• fosters effective study and work habits
• allows cooperation, communication and creativity
Link between intelligence and musical training

- enhanced brain function
- increases self-knowledge
- allows expression
Band and Orchestra Students have lowest rate for lifetime use or abuse of:

drugs, tobacco and alcohol
Success in School

• Improved Attendance
• Improved Science and Math Skills
• Higher SAT scores
As a good parent, you want...

• a child with high self-esteem and the ability to work well with others

• a cooperative, well-rounded student who can express themselves
• to help your child develop effective work and study habits

• to foster self-discipline and diligence

• to foster the skills necessary to achieve in math and science

• higher SAT scores
Say "Yes" to Band or Orchestra 

and say "yes" to your child's future